Introduction
The framework of abstract interpretation provides the basis for a semantic approach to dataflow analysis. A program analysis is viewed as a non-standard semantics defined over a domain of data descriptions where the syntactic constructs in the program are given corresponding non-standard interpretations. For a given language, different choices of a semantic basis for abstract interpretation may lead to different approaches to analysis of programs in that language. For logic programs we distinguish between two main approaches: "bottom-up analysis" and "top-down analysis" [18] . The first is based on a bottom-up semantics such as the standard Tp semantics, the latter on a top-down semantics such as the SLD semantics.
The meaning of a logic program P in the standard Tp semantics is the set of ground atoms in P's vocabulary which are implied by the program. An abstraction of the Tp function will typically provide an approximation of a program's (ground) success patterns and hence provide the basis for applications such as type analysis [15, 33] . In a top-down semantics, the meaning of a program usually associates with an initial goal the set of answer substitutions for that goal. The semantics is usually based on some form of SLD resolution possibly considering a specific computation rule. Typically, a top-down semantics is extended to a collecting semantics in which the call patterns of a program are recorded. The call patterns for a program (with an initial goal) specify the set of calls that may arise in computations. Such information determines how each clause in the program might be called and hence provides the basis for program specialization. A typical example is mode analysis (e.g., [20] ).
Abstractions of the Tp semantics are often not useful for program analysis as they describe only ground instances of atoms. In addition, they are not useful for analysing concurrent logic programs as they describe only success patterns while concurrent programs are also characterized by failing and diverging computations. Furthermore, as the evaluation of a bottom-up semantics does not correspond to the operational behaviour of a program (which is top-down in nature), it is not readily extended to provide information about call patterns. This paper presents a framework for the bottom-up abstract interpretation of logic programs which attempts to overcome these deficiencies. The proposed framework provides a uniform approach to the analysis of logic programs which is shown suitable to approximate success patterns, partial success patterns and call patterns. The concrete semantics which is the foundation of our framework is based on the work of Falaschi et al. [13] which presents a bottom-up semantics for logic programs defined over a domain of non-ground Herbrand interpretations. The advantage of this semantics is that it captures the operational notion of the logic variable. The meaning of a program is a set of non-ground atoms which is shown to determine the set of answer substitutions for an arbitrary initial goal. This semantics provides the basis for the bottom-up analysis of logic programs as described in [3, 4, 8, 16] . In this paper we reconstruct the semantics defined in [13] to provide a more natural basis for abstract interpretations which are determined by a notion of abstract substitutions. The resulting framework is similar to those defined independently in [3, 4] and [16] and can be applied to approximate the answer substitutions for a given program and arbitrary initial goal.
The main contribution of this paper is in the extensions of this framework. The analysis of concurrent logic programs is facilitated by extending the framework to approximate the partial answer substitutions for a program with an initial goal. Partial answer substitutions are substitutions which correspond to the results of partial computations of the initial goal, regardless if these computations eventually succeed, fail or diverge. This extension turns out to be especially simple given the result of Falaschi and Levi [12] which demonstrates how to augment a program by adding to it a set of unit clauses so that the answer substitutions of the augmented program are precisely the partial answer substitutions of the original program. This implies that the partial answer substitutions of the original program can be approximated by approximating the answer substitutions of the augmented program.
A similar approach is applied to approximate the call patterns of a logic program. We use the Magic Set method [5, 7] to transform a program with initial goal so that the answer substitutions of the transformed program correspond to the call patterns of the original program. We demonstrate this technique for both sequential and concurrent logic programs and prove its correctness.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the notation and preliminary definitions which will be used throughout. Section 3 reconstructs the bottom-up semantics originally defined in [13] to provide the foundation for our bottom-up framework. Section 4 presents a general framework for abstractions which are determined by a given definition of abstract substitutions. Section 5 notes that analyses based on the definitions in the previous section are inherently exponential. A join operator is defined and used to define a more abstract semantic definition.
Section 6 describes extensions of the framework to provide approximations of partial answer substitutions and call patterns. Finally, Section 7 concludes.
Preliminaries
In the following we assume familiarity with the standard definitions and notation for logic programs [17] . Throughout, I;, II and Var will respectively denote a set of function symbols, a set of predicate symbols and a denumerable set of variables. The non-ground term algebra over I; and Var is denoted Term (I;, Var) or Term for short. The set of atoms constructed from predicate symbols in II and terms from Term is denoted Atom (II, I;, Var) or Atom for short. Goals are finite sequences of atoms. A goal is typically denoted by ii, by (al, ... , an) or simply by al,"" an. The empty atom sequence is denoted by true. A logic program is a finite set of Horn clauses of the form h +-b where h is an atom, called the head, and b is a goal, called the body. The sets of atoms which occur as heads and in bodies of the clauses of a logic program P are denoted heads(P) and atoms(P) respectively. We often write Pa for a program P with initial goal G. In this case, atoms(Pa) includes the atoms of G. Substitutions. A substitution is a mapping from Var to Term which acts as the identity almost everywhere. It extends to apply to any syntactic object in the usual way. A substitution () is finitely represented by the set {x f-> ()(x) I ()(x) i-x}. The identity substitution is denoted by L The application of a substitution () to a syntactic object S is denoted by S . () (or S()) instead of ()(S). If El is a set of substitutions, then SEl = {S() I () EEl}. Composition of substitutions p and (j and restriction of (j to V <;; Var are defined as usual and denoted p(j and (j r V respectively. A substitution (j is idempotent if (j(j = (j. In this paper we restrict our interest to idempotent substitutions, unless explicitly stated otherwise. The set of idempotent substitutions is denoted Sub. Note that Sub is not closed under composition. However, in the following, compositions are performed only when the result is guaranteed to be idempotent. We fix a partial function mgu which maps a pair of syntactic objects to an idempotent most 3 general unifier of the objects, if such exists. Thus, a statement () = mgu( s, t) implies that s and t are unifiable.
Equivalence relations. If ~ is an equivalence relation on a set X, we denote by [x] ~ the equivalence class of x E X. When clear from the context we abbreviate [x]~ by [x] . In the following we will often abuse notation and let the elements of a set denote their corresponding equivalence classes.
Renaming. A variable renaming is a (not necessarily idempotent) substitution which is a bijection on Var. Syntactic objects (e.g., atoms, sets of atoms) tl and t2 are equivalent up to renaming, denoted tl ~ t2, if, for some variable renaming P, tIP = t 2 . The set of variables that occur in a syntactic object t is denoted vars( t). Given an equivalence class 1 of syntactic objects and a finite set of variables V <;; Var, it is always possible to find a representative t of 1 (Le., an object t such that [t] = 1) wruch contains no variables from V.
For any syntactic object s, T, : Atom/~' -+ Atom' is a function which takes a sequence of equivalence classes of atoms and returns a corresponding sequence of representatives which are renamed apart from the variables in s and from each other: T ,(at, ... , an) = (at, ... , an) such that for 1 ::; i,j ::; nand i '" j: [a;] = ai, vars(ai) n vars(s) = 0 and vars(ai) n vars(aj) = 0.
In the following we let T denote T p where P is an implicitly assumed program.
Operational semantics. The operational semantics of a logic program is typically defined in terms of a transition system on States = Atom' X Sub. A program P is associated with the transition system (States, -+ p), where: -+ p <;; States x States is the smallest relation such that s -+p S' if s = (A}, ... ,Ai, ... ,AnjB), s' = (At, ... ,Ai_t,B 1 , ... ,B m ,A i +1, . .. ,A n ;Oa), H <-Bl, ... ,Bm is a renaming of a clause from P (which contains no variables from s), and u = mgu(Ai(), H). The reflexive and transitive closure of -+ p is denoted by -+p; the subscript P will often be omitted when no confusion can arise. Given a program P, () E Sub is an answer substitution (or answer for short) for a goal G iff there is a substitution ()f such that (G;€) -+' (true;()f) and () = ()f fvars(G).
Concrete semantics
This section presents a bottom-up semantics for logic programs which provides the basis for bottom-up abstractions in the following sections. It reconstructs the semantics defined in [13] to associate each clause head in a program with a set of substitutions. The meaning of a program then specifies for each clause head a set of its instances which are implied by the program. Conceptually, we would like to associate each clause in a program with a set of substitutions (representing instances of its head). It is however notationally more convenient to define the semantics as mapping atoms to sets of substitutions. In most cases, we can assume without loss of generality that a program's clauses are uniquely determined by its heads (e.g., by renaming clauses apart). However, the correctness of our formalization does not depend on this assumption.
Our decision to alter the semantics of [13] is motivated by the observation that abstractions for logic programs are naturally defined in terms of some notion of abstract substitution. That is, an abstract semantic domain is determined given a definition which specifies how to approximate (sets of) substitutions. It is straightforward to show that our semantics is consistent with that of [13] and hence can be applied to determine a mapping which associates an arbitrary goal with the set of its answer substitutions. 4 
Concrete domain
The semantics will be defined in terms of mappings from atoms to sets of substitutions which are intended to specify instances of the heads of a program's clauses. Such mappings are lifted to an appropriate notion of equivalence up to renaming. In the following we will refer to the atoms of an interpretation: 
Concrete semantics
Falaschi et al. [13] define a semantic operatorl Sp : 2A"m/_ --> 2A"m/_ similar to the standard Tp operator. The semantics of a program P is the least fixed point of Sp which specifies a set of non-ground atoms which are implied by P. This semantics is attractive for purposes of program analysis as it captures both declarative and operational aspects of programs: opemtiona/ because the meaning of a program is shown to determine the answer substitutions for arbitrary goals, declamtive because the set of ground instances of a program's meaning corresponds to the standard minimal model (Tp) semantics.
In the following definitions we reformulate this semantics of [13] . The meaning of a program P is defined as the least fixed point of an operator Fp : Int --> Int which maps each clause head to a set of substitutions. In the sequel it will be convenient to lift the mgu function as follows: mguj (b, (at, ... , an) = { mgU(b, TP(al8l, .. . ,anlin)1 !i~~fai)' } IThis semantics is called the "S sema.ntics" in [13] where the operator is denoted Ts.
Note that for any I E Int, mguf( (), ()) = {f}. Furthermore, observe that a unification of the form mguf (b, b) has the effect of "combining" the substitutions which I associates with the respective atoms in b. DEFINITION 3.5. concrete semantic function Let P be a logic program. Define Fp : Int --> Int by:
The function Fp : Int --> Int is monotonic and continuous.
PROOF.
Standard. o
We denote the concrete meaning of a program P by [P] "n = IIp( Fp ). It is straightforward to show that [Pl on is consistent with the S semantics defined in [13] in the sense that atoms([P]"n) = IIp(Sp).
Answer substitutions
To show how the meaning of a program determines the answer substitutions for arbitrary initial goals, we follow [13] and introduce the following: DEFINITION 3.7. answers determined by an interpretation Let I E Int. Define ansf : Atom' --> 2 Sub by
Let P be a logic program. Then (J E Sub is an answer for a goal G iff there exists (J' 
PROOF. Follows directly from the observation that atoms([P]"n) = IIp(Sp) and the strong soundness and completeness results of [14] . 0 EXAMPLE 1. Let P be the program 2 :
member (x , [xlxs]). member(x,[_lxs]) :-member(x,xs).
[P]wn maps the first clause (head) to the set {f} (taking n = 0 in Definition 3.5): it maps the second clause (head) to the set
The function ans[Pl wn maps the goal member(1,{2,3}) to 0; it maps the goal member (1,{1,2,3}) to {f} and it maps the goal member (x,{1,2,3}) to the set
Abstract Semantics
This section defines a framework for the bottom-up abstract interpretation oflogic programs. A particular abstraction is determined by specifying how sets of substitutions are to be abstracted. An appropriate notion of abstract substitution is then shown to determine an abstract semantic domain and an abstract semantic function. This follows the spirit of the denotational approach to abstract interpretation defined by Nielson [23] and advocated by Marriott and S¢ndergaard (e.g., [19] ). The abstract meaning of a program is a mapping which associates an abstract substitution with each clause head. This mapping is shown to approximate the concrete semantics from the previous section and can hence be used to approximate the set of answer substitutions for an arbitrary initial goal.
We assume the standard framework of abstract interpretation as defined in [10] in terms of Galois insertions. , [;;E) and (D, [;;D) are complete lattices called concrete and abstract domains respectively;
2. a: E -> D and, : D -> E are monotonic functions called abstraction and concretization functions respectively; and
3. a( ,( d)) = d and e [;;E ,( a( e)) for every d E D and e E E.
We say that elements of D describe elements of E. By abuse of notation, we sometimes let D denote both the abstract domain and the Galois insertion. When E = 2 Sub or E = Int we call D a domain of abstract substitutions or abstract interpretations respectively.
Abstract substitutions
In the following we construct a domain of abstract interpretations by associating abstract substitutions with the clause heads of a program. The intention is that an abstract substitution should describe instances of the head of the clause it is associated with. As different sets of substitutions 8 1 and 8 2 may denote equivalent instances of an atom a (namely, when a·81 ~ a·8 2 ), we impose an additional constraint on a domain of abstract substitutions, the purpose of which will become clear in Definition 4.3. 7 DEFINITION 4.2. abstraction substitutions A domain of abstract substitutions is a Galois insertion (2Sub, a, ASub, 7) such that for every 8 1 ,8 2 E 2 Sub and a E Atom,
Consider the following examples of domains of abstract substitutions.
EXAMPLE 2. identity
It is straightforward to show that taking (ASub, !;;AS.b) = (2 S • b , ~) and a = 7 = id provides a domain of abstract substitutions. 
A dependency relation R is intended to describe those substitutions 0 which satisfy the condition that for every (V, W) E R (and hence in dep(R)), the terms in VO are ground iff the terms in WO are ground. A particular case is when V = 0 (or respectively W = 0); in this case it means that the terms in we (or respectively VO) are ground for any e.
We denote by symbols(t) the set offunction symbols (and constants) occurring in a term (or set of terms) t. Let a: 2 Sub --> Sym and 7: Sym --> 2 Sub be defined by
x then {J} else 0, and a({ f}) = Ay . 0.
It is straightforward to show that (2Sub, a, Sym, 7) is a domain of abstract substitutions. 
Abstract interpretations
A domain of abstract substitutions naturally lifts to a domain of abstract interpretations:
Let (2Sub, a, ASub, 'y) be a domain of abstract substitutions. The induced domain of abstract interpretations (Int, a, AInt,,) is constructed as follows:
The domain Atom --> ASub is equipped with the preordering ::5 defined by:
3. The equivalence relation induced by ::5 is denoted ~ AIn' and the corresponding partial
In the sequel we often introduce a domain of abstract interpretations AInt induced from a domain of abstract substitutions ASub and refer to the implicitly defined a", a and :y. Let Alnt be induced from ASub. Then (Int,o<,Alnt,"'"I) is a Galois insertion.
1. (Alnt, I;;Alnt) is a complete lattice with bottom element .lAInt = AaEAtom . .lAsub' 2. 0< is monotonic: 4. An abstract semantics is defined in terms of an abstract unification lunction which is required to be sale. DEFINITION 4.6. safe abstract unification function Let P be a program, Alnt a domain of abstract interpretations induced from ASub and g E Alnt. We say that mgu: : Atom' X Atom' ....., ASub is a safe abstract unification function if for all a E Atom' and h ;-bE P Note that since the syntactic structure of elements of ASub is unspecified, we cannot rename apart abstract objects involving them. Instead, renaming apart is assumed to be handled in the definition of abstract unification. The following example illustrates a safe abstract unification function for Dep which is similar to that introduced and proved safe in [9J. Note that for any 9 E (Atom --+ Dep)/~ there is a representative g E Atom --+ Dep such that for every atom h, vars(g( h» <;; vars( h). Hence it is straightforward to extend Y to rename apart abstract objects, as assumed in the following. 10 EXAMPLE 6. Let Alnt be induced from Dep and 9 E Alnt. Define mguf : Atom' X Atom' --> Dep as follows. Let (ajKl"'" a~Kn) = T{alg(al)"'" ang(a n ») in mgu; ({bt, ... , b n ) , (at, ... , an) =
While we do not introduce an explicit operator to restrict the result of the abstract unification to the variables in append(x,y ,z), this functionality is captured by the equivalence induced by 1 on Alnt.
In the sequel we assume that mgu: denotes a safe abstract unification function. 
Termination
In order to guarantee termination of analyses based on the abstract semantics described above, we must impose sufficient conditions to guarantee that Fp has finitely computable fixpoints. Standard conditions such as the reqnirement that AInt is ascending chain finite 3 (see e.g. [30] ), are too restrictive. This is because our abstract domains are defined in terms of mappings from Atom to ASub and Atom is an infinite set. However, for a given program P, the functions (Fp)n(.l) (n ;::: 0) only assign I< oF .lAS,b to the atoms in heads(P). Hence a sufficient condition on ASub is to require that for every a E Atom, there are no infinite chains in ASub under the ordering induced by AInt: PROPOSITION 4.10. termination Let AInt be a domain of abstract interpretations induced from ASub. Define for a E Atom the partial order!;;a on ASub by I< !;;a 1<' ¢> [a·'1(I<)] <;; [a·'1(I<') ]. If there are no infinite ascending !;;a chains in ASub for any atom a then there exists a finite n such that Ijp(FP) = (Fp)n(.l).
PROOF.
Let gn = (Fp)n(.l) for n ;::: 0 and for an atom h let g! : Atom -> ASub denote the abstract interpretation which maps h to gn(h) and all other atoms to .lASu!. The condition implies that for each h E heads(P), the chain {[g!]~AI.t In;::: O} will be finite. By construction, gn = U [g:]~ AI.t. Because heads ( P) is a finite set, the chain go, gl, g2, ... hEhead, (P) will therefore also be finite. 
Practical bottom-up analysis
The complexity of an analysis based on the framework described in the previous section is determined by the number of iterations it may take to reach a least fixed point of FP and by the cost of each single iteration. The number of iterations is bounded by the height (i.e., the length of the longest chain) of the abstract domain AIntj the cost of one iteration depends on the number of abstract unifications it involves and on the complexity of each such unification (note that this operation is generic and hence we cannot assume anything about its complexity). For a program of size N, each iteration of FP may involve O(2(N+1)/ogN) abstract unifications as explained below. Although there exist more efficient ways to compute the least fixed point of a function (e.g., as in [28] where recomputing the results of previous iterations is avoided), the complexity of an analysis based on the evaluation of /fp(FP) is inherently exponential and hence not practical. In this section we present an alternative, the join semantic operator Fj[ : AInt -> AInt, which involves O(N3) abstract unifications (albeit at the cost of accuracy).
Complexity
Let P be a program of size N, 9 = (FP)k(.l) and consider the number of abstract unifications needed to evaluate (FP(g))( h) for a clause h +-blo"" b n in P (assuming for the present that h determines a unique clause). Figure 1 unified with each of the other rows. These consist of sequences of clause heads from the program. The "i to the right contain the respective results of the abstract unifications. Apart from the top row, there is a row for every combination of n clause heads from the program, so q is O(NN) as both n and the number of clauses in Pare O(N) . The" in the bottom right corner is defined by " = U{"\ ... , "g} and is the required value for (FP(g))(h).
This demonstrates that evaluation of (FP(g))(h) might involve O(NN) (abstract) unifications and hence, each iteration O(N(N+1)) or O(2(N+1)logN) unifications.
The above analysis is pessimistic. Usually the maximal number of atoms occurring in the body of a clause is bounded by a constant K. In that case the complexity is reduced to O(N(K+1)) which is polynomial. Furthermore, if the number of clauses defining a predicate is also bounded, then we get a linear complexity. However, since these constants might be large, we prefer an algorithm that guarantees better complexity.
A join approximation
The idea behind the definition of the alternative FI : Alnt -> Alnt is motivated by the observation that the O(NN) rows of Figure 1 contain only O(N) distinct atoms. We would like to exploit this fact by decomposing the abstract unification of a row a;, ... , a~ with b l , ... , b n into n unifications of a{ with bi. But instead of composing the results for each row to evaluate the corresponding "i (which would again involve O(NN) compositions) we first take the join for each column and then compose the resulting abstract substitutions. This is illustrated in Figure 2 where we assume that heads(P) = {hl, ... ,h r } and denote i<~ = mgu;«bi),(hj)) (1 S; i S; n, 1 S; j S; r). The k; (1 S; i S; n) are defined by k i = U{i<i 11 S; j S; r}. Note how the number ofrows changed from q in Figure 1 to r here.
The result ,,' is evaluated by composing the ki (1 S; i S; n). This composition is captured 13 ( bt) After introducing a formal definition we justify the safety of this approach in Theorem 5.3 below. where 9 maps bi to Ki for 1 :S i :S n. 
2. abstract unification of qs (v, vi) with the table entries 1,2 gives:
3. abstract unification of qs (w, wi) with the table entries 1,2 gives: ( split (x,u,v,w), split(x,u,v,w) 
where if maps split (x, u, v ,w) to K}, qs (v, vi) to K2, qs(w ,w1) to K-3 and append(v1, [xlw1] ,y) to "4.
Approximating answer substitutions
In order to provide approximations of the answer substitutions for a logic program with an initial goal, we provide the following:
DEFINITION 5.4. abstract answers Let Alnt be a domain of abstract interpretations induced from ASub. The abstract answers for a given goal and a program P which are determined by 9 E Alnt are specified by the function ans: : Atom' -+ ASub defined by ans: (b 1 , . .. , b n ) = mgut((bt, ... , b n ), (bt, ... , b n )) where 11 maps b; to U{mgu:(b;,h) I h E heads(P)} for 1:S: i:S: n.
The following theorem provides the basis for approximating the answer substitutions for a program P with an initial goal G.
THEOREM 5.5. Let AInt be a domain of abstract substitutions induced from ASub. Let P be a logic program. Then for any goal G,
The proof of the more general theorem which states that for any g E AInt and
fEInt such that f [;;lnt ,(g) , 1'( ansf( G) )], is similar to that of Theorem (qs([3,1,2 ],x)) = [x <-+ 0] JOin which specifies that any answer for this goal binds x to a ground term.
Modeling Control
Standard semantics typically associate programs with entities which capture the essence of their behaviour while abstracting away details related to the text of the program as well as the control of the execution model. For semantics-based program analysis an enhanced or "collecting" semantics which recaptures some of these details is usually required. After all, the purpose of program analysis is often to analyse the text of the program with respect to the control of its execution model. In general, the fact that collecting semantics can be viewed as uncovering details which the standard semantics has hidden imposes a restriction on the choice of semantic models upon which program analyses can be based.
In the case of logic programs, standard semantics traditionally associate programs with the set of ground atoms which they imply. Program analyses, in contrast, are often required to capture:
(1) answer substitutions for a query; and (2) call patterns, which provide information about how particular clauses in the program are used in refutations of a query. It is no coincidence that in most cases practical abstract interpretations of logic programs approximate top-down semantics based on SLD resolution (e.g., [6] ). The information concerning control and textual details of a program are more naturally recovered (and collected) from such semantics.
In this paper we have first introduced a bottom-up semantics (basically that of [13] ) which captures answer substitutions and we demonstrated how abstract interpretations can provide approximations of answer substitutions. In this section we are concerned with analyses which capture more (control) details of a computation. In particular we show how to approximate (a) the partial answers, and (b) the call patterns of a goal. However, instead of enhancing the semantics, we propose to enhance the program so that its standard meaning reflects the additional information required. The key idea is to enhance a program P by a transformation M so that the standard meaning of M(P) reflects the additional information to be collected by an analysis of P. This idea is further investigated in [2].
Abstracting for partial answer substitutions
Concurrent logic programs are characterized not by their successful computations alone but also by computations which fail, suspend or diverge. To fully characterize such programs, additional sequencing and branching information is required. A rough approximation can be obtained by ignoring synchronization, viewing a concurrent logic program as a pure logic program. However, in this case analyses should consider all computations (Le., success, fail, suspend, diverge) .
In this section we demonstrate how to provide approximations of the partial answer substitutions of a logic program. Partial answer substitutions are substitutions which correspond to the partial computations of the goal, regardless if they eventually succeed, fail, suspend or diverge. Ignoring synchronization implies that analyses based on our framework cannot reason about reactive properties of concurrent programs. However, it is useful for a wide range of applications that do not focus on such properties. DEFINITION 6.1. partial answer substitutions Let P be a program. We say that () E Sub is a partial answer substitution (or partial answer Falaschi and Levi [12J show that the partial answer substitutions of a logic program P can be determined by adding to P an additional unit clause for each predicate in P and considering the answer substitutions of the transformed program. DEFINITION 6.2. transformed program pb Let P be a program and G a goal. We denote by Pb the program constructed by adding to P a clause of the form p (xt, ... , x n ) for every predicate pin in Pa where Xl,"" Xn are distinct variables. The corresponding transformed program pb is:
pU.
The goal G has no answer substitutions in P. However, its partial answers: o The partial answer substitutions for a program with initial goal PG can be approximated by approximating the answer substitutions of PtJ. In particular, ans [1,l] .. will provide such G Jom an approximation. COROLLARY 6.4. safety Let Alnt be a domain of abstract interpretations induced from ASub and let P be a logic program. If (J E Sub is a partial answer for a goal G then there exists (J' E ;y( ans[1,l] .
PROOF.
Immediate from Proposition 6.3 and Theorem 5. (g)(b, a) ). Consider the program P from the previous example: to a term containing only those function symbols. Hence, since the arity of' I ' is 2 and the arity of 'a' is 0, x is bound to a tree in which all leaves are either 'a' or variables.
Abstracting for call patterns
Often, analyses of logic programs are required to provide in addition to the success patterns of a program (and goal) also its call patterns. Call patterns determine how the clauses of a program will be "used" in computations; such information may for example provide the basis for program specialization and optimization. Top-down semantics for logic programs are readily extended to collect call patterns as the evaluation of the recursive semantic functions usually corresponds to the operational behaviour of programs. Typically, an additional argument can simply be added to the semantic equations and used to accumulate the sets of call patterns which correspond to the calls which arise in actual computations. OLDT resolution ([32] ) is an example of such a semantics which extends SLD resolution by recording the calls arising in computations of the initial goal together with their answer substitutions (if any).
In bottom-up semantics there is no corresponding notion of calls, and extension of these semantics to collecting interpretations is not as straightforward. However, there exist methods to transform a logic program so that the bottom-up evaluation of the transformed program corresponds to the operational (top-down) behaviour of the original program. The Magic Set and Alexander methods ([5, 1, 27] ) are such techniques, which appeared first in the context of deductive databases. Bry shows in [7] that both collecting semantics like OLDT and these transformation methods are instances of the same fixpoint semantics, which is called the Backward Fixpoint Procedure and defined in terms of a meta-interpreter.
Here we apply the Magic Set method to capture both calls and answers for a program with an initial goal. We consider two different computational models, distinguished by their computation rule. Recall that the answers for a given goal are independent of the computational rule. However, this is not the case for the set of calls which arise in computations. The semantic model which is based on a non-deterministic computation rule (which is the one that we have been considering so far, see Section 2) is useful for approximating the behaviour of concurrent logic programs. The semantics with a left-to-right computation rule is defined similarly, by choosing the leftmost atom from the goal for every reduction. This model approximates better the execution model of Prolog. We sometimes distinguish between the two models by referring to programs as "sequential logic programs" or "pure logic programs", depending on whether we assume, respectively, a left-to-right or a non-deterministic computation rule. DEFINITION 6.5. call patterns Let P be a (sequential or pure) logic program and G a goal. We say that an instance a'P of an atom a E atoms(PG) is a call pattern (or a call for short) if (G;f)""'* ( ... ,a, ... ;'P) ~ where the label a'P on the transition arrow denotes the atom selected by the computation rule.
The following definition describes how the Magic Set method transforms a program with initial goal P G into the magic program Pit. DEFINITION 6.6. magic program pit Let P G be a program with initial goal G = al,"" an' The magic program Pit is obtained by transforming PG as follows .
• For sequential logic programs:
(sl) replace G by the clauses af +-ai\ ... , atl for 1 ::; i ::; n; (s2) replace each clause h +-b l , ... , b m E P (m 2' : 0) by the clauses bf +-hC, bf, ... , btl for 1 ::; i ::; m and h A +-hC, bf, ... , b~ .
• For pure logic programs: G by the clauses af f-al', ... ,a'f_ua41, ... ,a-: for 1 ~ i ~ n; (p2) replace each clause h +-b l , ... , b m E P (m 2' : 0) by the clauses bf +-hC, bj, ... , bf_l> bl'rl, ... , b~ for 1 ::; i ::; m and h'P +-hC, bf, ... , b~;
(p3) for each predicate p'P In in the program obtained by applying the rules (p1) and
(p2), add the fact p'P(Xl,"" x n ), where Xl>"" Xn are distinct variables.
The Co, Aand P-annotations on atoms are just labels, so, e.g., vars(p) = vars(pC) for atom p. An annotated atom pc is read as "p is a call"; the atoms pA and p'P are interpreted as "p has an answer substitution" and "p has a partial answer substitution" respectively. So, for example, the first transformed clause in rule (s2) in the above definition can be informally read as: "bi is a call if h is a call and there are answers for bt till b i -1 ". Note that the Magic Set transformation leads to a quadratic increase in size.
EXAMPLE 12.
Let P a be the initialized sequential logic program <-p(a).
p(x) <-q(x), p(f(x)).
Then the transformed program pit is pC (a) .
pC(f(x)) <-pC(x), qA(x).
pA(x) <-pC(x) , qA(x), pA(f(x)).
The tirst clause in Pit reads as "p(a) is a call"; the third clause is read " p(f(x) ) is a call if p(x) is a call and q(x) has an answer substitution". The concrete meaning of pit provides atoms([Pit]con) = {pC(a), qC(a)}, while the calls of P a are {p(a), q(a)}. Note that p(f(a) ) is not a call because q(a) does not have an answer substitution. The fact that Pa has no answer substitutions (note that it has no facts) is reflected by the fact that atoms([Pit]con) does not contain atoms of the form pA or qA.
It has been proven in [7, 5, 29 ] that the Magic Set and Alexander methods are sound and complete proof procedures for ground instances of calls and answers of sequential logic programs: for every atom a in the Herbrand interpretation of the original program, there is a corresponding atom a A for the magic program, and reversely. We extend this result for non-ground atoms 6 and pure logic programs; furthermore, we need the property that the bottom-up evaluation of the magic program indeed corresponds to top-down execution of the original program, in the sense that for every call a in the top-down evaluation of the original program, there is a corresponding atom a C represented by the meaning of the transformed program. These extensions are reflected in the theorem below, the proof of which can be found in the appendix. THEOREM 6.7. soundness of magic Consider a partial computation ofa (sequential or pure) logic program P with initial goal G. Let a E atoms(Pa) and <p E Sub and suppose that a<p is a call in this computation. Then:
aC<p E atoms([Pit]con);
2. (a) if P is a sequential logic program and a is an answer substitution for a<p, then a E ans[pMJ (aA<p); G con 6 Bry [7] claims that pre-encoding of variables can be applied to extend these results for non-ground instances. However, as demonstrated in Example 13 (below), completeness does not always hold. Also Ramakrishnan ((25] ) considers a non-ground case, however, the proof is lacking. (b) if P is a pure logic program and a is a partial answer substitution for alP, then a E ans [P&'I,on(aP<p) .
The other direction of the theorem (completeness) does not hold. The following example shows that not every atom of the form pC represented by the meaning of Ptf necessarily corresponds to a call in P: EXAMPLE 13. counter example Let P G be the initialized sequential logic program:
The transformed program Ptf is qC.
pC (a) +-qC.
pC (x) +-qC, pA (a) .
rC ( This example demonstrates an essential difference between methods such as OLDT resolution and the Magic Set approach. On one hand, the magic approach does cause the evaluation of the bottom-up semantic function to correspond more closely to the operational behaviour of a program. However, while OLDT resolution specifies pairs of calls and corresponding answer substitutions, the bottom-up semantics of the magic program specifies a set of calls and a set of atoms which determine the answers for arbitrary goals. While OLDT resolution computes answers only for those goals which are called in the course of a computation (for an initial goal), this does not carryover precisely through the Magic Set transformation (although it is safe and in most cases sufficiently accurate). A more precise approach involves modifying the Magic Set transformation replacing rules (s2) and (p2) in Definition 6.6 by: (p2') replace each clause h +-bt, ... ,b m E P (m;::: 0) by the clauses bf +-hC,br, ... ,br..l,b41, .. . ,b~ for 1:-::; i:-::; m and h P +-br, ... ,b~. In this approach, evaluation of the bottom-up semantics no longer corresponds to the operational behaviour of the original program. Furthermore, the bottom-up evaluation of the (concrete or abstract) meaning of a transformed program is less efficient as the least fixed point evaluates alI of the implied instances of the original program. However, the transformed programs now determine precisely the answer and partial answer substitutions for any goal. Note that the transformed clauses of the form h A <-bf, ... ,b~ and h'P <-bj, ... ,b?:, are isomorphic to the original program clauses. Proving soundness (for the set of calIs determined) in this approach is a simplification of the proof of Theorem 6.7. We conjecture that completeness holds in this case. That is, the set of calIs determined contains precisely those that arise in computations.
Given that the calI patterns for a program PG are captured by the answer substitutions of the magic program Pit, we can approximate the set of calls by the framework described in the previous sections. In particular, if a is a specific occurrence of an atom in a program, we can approximate the ways that a will be activated as a calI in the computations of PG, as expressed by the following corollary. COROLLARY 6.B. safety For a program P with initial goal G and a E atoms(PG):
a(} is a calI in PG => aC(} E atoms([Pit]con) => aC(} E atoms ('1'([Pit] ;"n» EXAMPLE 14. by Theorem 6.7 by Theorem 5.3 o Consider the quicksort (sequential) program from Figure 3 with an initial goal of the form qs (zl, z2) (zl and z2 are bound to arbitrary terms):
<-qs(zl,z2). Applying the ground dependency abstraction defined in Example 3 to approximate the answer substitutions of the transformed program provides the information that in any activation of the second qs/2 clause, the call qs ( v, vi) has variable v ground. Furthermore, since the variable vi does not occur in the body of the corresponding transformed clause we may infer that it is uninstantiated. A similar argument holds for the call qs( w, wi) so that we may derive that the calls qs( v, vi) and qs( w, wi) are "independent" (and can be executed in parallel [22] ).
Conclusions
We have presented a formal framework for the bottom-up abstraction of sequential and concurrent logic programs which is suitable for analysing answer substitutions, partial answer substitutions and call patterns. [16] . The semantics of [13J provides an attractive basis for abstraction due to its simplicity, its similarity to the standard Tp semantics and due to the correspondence to the operational semantics (namely answer substitutions) which is further discussed in [14] . Marriott and Si1lndergaard also introduce a bottom-up semantics in [19] where they sketch an example dataflow analysis based on its abstraction. The main contribution of this paper is in the extensions of the bottom-up framework to approximate partial answer substitutions and call patterns. The first extension applies a result of Falaschi and Levi [12J. They show that a program can be augmented so that the answer substitutions of the augmented program correspond to the partial answer substitutions of the original program. We apply this result in defining a safe approximation to partial answers. Approximations of this type are useful as a basis for analyses of concurrent logiC programs which are not concerned with reactive aspects.
A similar strategy is followed to evaluate call patterns in a bottom-up framework, by extending programs with Magic Sets [5] . This idea is already suggested by Marriott and S¢ndergaard in [19] . Our result basically shows that the bottom-up semantics of logic programs can be extended to a collecting semantics which approximates both success and call patterns. To the best of our knowledge, a proof of safety of the Magic Set transformation for abstract interpretation (see Theorem 6.7) has not been previously published. Since the submission of this paper, similar results have been reported by Nilsson [24J, by Debray and Ramakrishnan [11] and by Ramakrishnan [26] . Furthermore, the conjecture made in Section 6.2 concerning completeness of the modified Magic Set transformation has recently been proven by Steiner [31] . LEMMA 2.
Let A, Band E be syntactic objects such that E is less instantiated than B, mgu(A, E) = 'Ij; ', mgu(A, B) = () and mgu(B, EJ'Ij;') = rI. Then BrI ~ B(}.
PROOF.
The proof relies on the following definitions (which are slightly non-standard: < is not a partial order here but rather a pre-order). Let p, q and r be atoms. If p :::; r and q :::; r then we say that r is an upper bound for p and q; r is a least upper bound (lub) for p and q if r is an upper bound and for any other atom r' which is an upper bound of p and q, r:::; r'. It follows that if rand r' are both lubs of p and q then r ~ r'. If () = mgu(p, q) then p(} is a lub for p and q. Assuming the premise of the lemma we have o THEOREM 6.7 Consider a partial computation of a (sequential or pure) logic program P with initial goal G.
Let a E atoms(P G ), <p E Sub and suppose that a<p is a call in this computation. Then:
1.
(2)
2. (a) if P is a sequential logic program and rI is an answer substitution for a<p, then
(b) if P is a pure logic program and rI is a partial answer substitution for a<p, then rI E ans[pi¥'),on(a P <p).
In the following, we abbreviate atoms ([P~lon) and ans[pi¥'),on(a) by atoms and ans(a) respectively (for a E Atom). Substitutions will always be assumed to be implicitly restricted, so we write rI E ans( a) rather than rI r vars( a) E ans( a). When referring to a clause in P, it will be assumed to be an appropriate (depending on the context) renaming; similarly, we assume an appropriate renaming when referring to an element of atoms. An atom of the form b(_, ... , _) will sometimes be written as b(_).
The following lemma is used to prove Theorem 6.7. It concerns a partial computation (of a program PG) starting with the atomic goal (a; a) (where a E atoms(PG)) where the first call, aa, is reduced yielding a partial answer substitution {). The lemma states that if we already know that the call aa is in the bottom-up meaning of the transformed program Pt/' (Le., aa E atoms), then the partial answer substitution {) is also in the bottom-up meaning of Pt/' (Le., {) E ans(aPa)). A similar result holds for the direct subgoals of a. Observe that in the statement of the lemma {) = ()(3. (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) PROOF OF LEMMA 3. The proof is by induction on the lenght n + 1 of the computation in (5). Note that (5) implies that there is a clause h <--b 1 , •.. , b m in P such that () = mgu( aa, h).
So by Definition 6.6, the following clauses are in Pt/' (1::; j ::; m): bf <--hC, bi, 00 • , bI'-I, bI'+J, 00 • , b~.
bI'(_, 00', -).
h P <--hC, bi, 00', b~.
(10) (11) (12) (13) Let n = O. From (12) we know that bI'(_) E atoms, so by the definition of [Pt/'lon (see Section 3.2) we have with (13), (7) and (10) that h P () E atoms. (Operationally, we are unifying here the atoms in the body of clause (13) with aCa and the bI'(_) respectively.) So, by (10), a P a() E atoms, and because (3 = f, a P a()(3 E atoms, from which (8) follows. (9) is also proven easily. Now suppose n > O. Unifying (see Table 2 ) the body ofthe clause bf <--hC, bt, ... , b~ for j = 1 in (11) with the atoms aCa,bt(_),oo.,b~(_) obtained from (7) and from (12) by having j range from 2 to m gives, using (10): bf() E atoms (14) 27 and because dom(o) n vars(b 1 ) = 0 (this follows from the form of (5)), (14) it follows that bf a() E atoms (15) Because computation (6) for j = 1 has length smaller than n + 1, we may apply the induction hypothesis to (15) to conclude: (31 E ans(bi a() ). (16) clause body he, bf, .. "' b:;' old atoms a"a, bf(_), ... , b,';;(_) new call bra() new answer (31 E ans( bi a()) ( bi a() ).
In a similar way as we derived (14), we can now unify (see Table 3 ) the body of the clause bg <-hC, bi, bf, ... , b~forj = 2in(11)with the elements aCa,bia()(3"bf(_), ... ,b~(_) from atoms which are obtained from (7), from (16) and from (12) by having j range from 3 to m, giving (compare (15)): bg a()(31 E atoms.
The induction hypothesis implies again (compare (16) (18) We can repeat this for the clauses for j = 3 up to m in (11) successively, to obtain in general for 1 ::; j ::; m:
(3j E ans( bJ a() (31 ... (3i-l) .
This completes the proof of (9). We now combine this result with (13) and (7) to unify the body of h P <-he, bi, ... , b~ with the elements a C a, bi a0(31, ... , b~ a()(31 ... (3m of atoms giving (see Table 4 ) h P a()(31·· ·(3m E atoms.
28 With (10) this now implies (recall that ;31 .. ·;3m = ;3) (J;3 = mgu( a'P a, h'P a(J;3). which completes the proof of (8). (20) o We now proceed with the proof of Theorem 6.7. We prove 1 and 2(b); the proof of 2(a) is similar. and there exist /31,' .. , /3;-I, /3;+1, ... , /3m such that p = /31 ... /3;-1/3;+1' .. /3m and: for 1 :s; j :s; i -1:
for i + 1 :s; j :s; m: (bj;cp()/31···/3j-1) --.* (bj ;CP()/31···/3j-1/3j) (bj ; CP()/31" '/3;-1/3;+1" ·/3j-1) --.* (bj;cp()/31" '/3;-1/3;+1" ·/3j-1/3j).
(23) (24) Because the call acp has depth :s; d, we may apply the induction hypothesis to derive (25) We can now apply Lemma 3 (see (9» to this to infer for 1:S; j:S; i -1:
/3j E ans(bJcp()/31" ·/3j-1) 
We know there is a clause h <-b 1 , . .. , b m in P, so in Pi: there is the clause:
bf <-hC, bf, ... , bl'-t, b4w .. , b~
such that () = mgu(acp, h).
Now unifying the atoms in the body of clause (27) with the atoms obtained from (25) and (26) gives bf CP()/31 ... /3;-1/3;+1 ... /3m E atoms which completes the proof of (2).
2.
Consider the partial answer substitution ()/3 to the call acp in the following computation:
(G;f) --.* ([h,a,Y2 ;cp) ~ (Y1,bI, ... ,b m ,Y2;CP()) --.* (Y1,b 1 , . .. ,b m ,Y2;CP()/3) (29) (again, by the generalized Switching Lemma we may assume that the Y; do not change).
From the form of this computation, it follows there is the following clause in Pi::
From the first part of the theorem, (2), we already know that aCcp E atoms.
The generalized Switching Lemma again implies that we can assume without loss of generality that the atoms b j (1 :s; j :s; m) in (29) are solved in a left·to-right order, so that we can apply Lemma 3, giving /3j E ans(bJcpIJ/31" ·/3j-1)
Now (30), (31) and (32) give ()/3 E ans(A P cp).
30
(32)
